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ABSTRACT 

A new rearrangeable broadcast switching network 
has been invented which dramatically reduces the 
per outlet crosspoint cost. In its simplest 
form, the network has two stages. For larger 
networks, the switches in each stage can be 
replaced with two stage networks for a further 
reduction in crosspoint cost. The invention is 
based on an innovative approach of connecting 
each inlet channel to a mult iplicity of first 
stage switches according to a predetermined 
connection pattern. The network grows easily and 
has simple path hunt and rearrangement 
algorithms. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, various studies have been made 
of non-blocking mult iconnect ion networks. The 
general case of multiconnection allows any number 
of inlets to be simultaneously connected to any 
number of outlets. Hwang has cons idered both 
non-blocking [1] and rearrangeable [2] solutions 
to this problem. Masson [3] along with Jordan 
[4] analyzed non-blocking and rearrangeable 
mult iconnect ion network s that allowed any inlet 
to be connected to any or all outlets, 
simultaneously, but restricted each outlet to be 
connected to at most one inlet at a time. 
Thompson [5] considered this problem in the 
application of parallel processor inter
communication. Such networks are known by 
various names such as expansion, fan-out, gener
alized connection, broadcast, etc., and this 
paper addresses rearrange able versions of these. 

In the past, most multiconnection network studies 
[1,2,3,4] were based on three stage Clos networks 
and were concerned with the number of middle 
stage switches required to meet certain switching 
requirements. In the case of rearrangeable 
broadcast networks, an additional and sub
stantially different approach has emerged 
[6,7,8,9]. These papers are similar in two 
important respects. First, the described 
networks have only two stages in their simplest 
forms. Second, inlet channels are mult iply 
assigned to first stage switches according to 
various predetermined patterns. Alternately, 
these assignments may be viewed and manifested as 
particular crosspoint patterns in a single 
sparsely populated first stage rectangular 
switch. 

These approaches are 
fundamental concept. 

all based on the same 
Name ly, that any second 
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stage switch can access up to a maximum number n 2 
of any of the inlet channe Is. As wi 11 be seen 
the valu'e of n2 is determi ned by the mult iplicity 
and pattern of inlet channel assignments on the 
first stage switches. These factors in 
conjuncti~n with the total number of inlet 
channels determine the crosspoint utilization 
efficiency of the two stage network. Mult istage 
network s improve on this efficiency for a 
sufficiently large number of inlet channels. 

Assuming the efficacy of the two stage approach 
just described, we are left with the problems of 
synthesizing inlet assignment patterns, 
determining the corresponding values of n2 , and 
selecting various parameter values to minimize 
crosspoints (or to optimize with respect to some 
other variables). Much of this paper deals with 
the synthesis and analysis of the inlet 
assignment process, since these results most 
directly affect the practical utility of the 
networks in question. 

The next sect ion provides an overview and some 
fundamental aspects of the two stage 
rearrangeable design. Section 3 presents results 
on the synthesis and analysis of inlet assignment 
patterns. Sect ion 4 discusses mult istages and 
network cost growth rate. Path hunt and rear
rangement algorithms are described in Section 5. 

2. OVERVIEW OF THE NETWORK DESIGN 

Our objective is to design a two stage 
rearrangeable broadcast network. Each stage is 
comprised of some number of rectangular switches 
and each switch in the first stage is connected 
by a single link to each switch in the second 
stage. To understand the approach better, we 
will initially limit our consideration to a 
network that has a single second stage switch. 

We will assign some number n2 of outlets to the 
second stage switch. We will also assign 
multiple appearances of inlets in some 
predetermined pattern to the various first stage 
switches. Assume that each inlet channel has the 
same number of mult iple appearances, M. 
If there are NI inlet channels, then there will 
be a total of MXN 1 inlets on the first stage 
switches. 

Th is network wi 11 be rearrange able if any n2 of 
the NI inlet channels can be uniquely accessed on 
some n2 first stage switches. By Hall's theorem 
of a system of distinct representatives [10], 
this will be true if for any n ~ n 2 there are at 
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least n first stage switches containing 
appearances of any n inlet channels. If this 
condition holds, the configuration is a 
rearrangeable pairwise connection network and 
also a rearrangeable broadcast network if we make 
the standard assumpt ion that the second stage 
rectangular switch can connect any inlet to any 
or all outlets simultaneously. 

The extension from a single second stage switch 
to some arbitrary number is straightforward. 
Simply provide each first stage switch with a 
number of outlets equal to the number of second 
stage switches and connect each first and second 
stage switch with a sing le link.. The fanout 
property of the first stage switches allows each 
second stage switch to access selected input 
channels independent ly of the act ivi ty of other 
second stage switches. 

The connectivity function t o be performed by any 
switch in either stage i s th e same as that for 
the entire network; i.e., to connect any inlet to 
any or all outlets simultaneously. Thus, for 
large networks, a further reduct ion in 
crosspoint count may be achieved by replacing 
switches with two stage networks. 

Now consider a general two stage network. There 
are NI inlet channels and N2 outlets. Each first 
s t age switch has n l inlets and each second stage 
switch has n2 outlets. The mult iplicity factor 

MxNl 
isM. Thus, there are -n- first stage switches 

1 
and that same number of inlets on each second 

N2 
stage switch. Also, there are n

2 
second st age 

switches and that same number of outlets on each 
first stage switch. 

It is easily verified that the number of 

crosspoints in the network is NIN2[M(~ + l )]. 
n l n2 

Obviously, 
(1) 

is the objective function we wish to m1n1mize. 
To do this, we must und~rstand the relationship 
of the three variables involved. This depends on 
the inlet assignment process(es), which we now 
discus s. 

3. INLET ASSIGNMENT SYNTHESIS AND ANALYSIS 

3.1 Inlet Assignment Pattern 

The generation of the inlet pattern proceeds as 
follows. For the moment, we constrain NI to be 
the square of a prime number and limi t M to be 
l~s than~r equal to I~. We will generate a 
1Nl ~ MINI array of inlet channel numbers where 
the 1N l numbers on a row represent inlet channels 
to be assigned to a given first stage switch. 
Thus, there wi:l1 be M/~ first stage switches 
each with n l = 1Nl inlets. 

The channel assignments in the array are defined 
as follows. The channel number of each input 

I 

channel occurs exactly once in the first 1Nl rows 
of · the matrix. A given channel number occurring 
in column c and row r in the first I~ rows also 
occurs M-I additional times in column c, at rows 
given by 

1 + (i-l)/~ + [r+c(i-l) - i]mod/~ 
1 

for pos it ive integers i from 2 through M. This 
assignment process effectivelY. generates M sub
arrays of dimension ~ by 1N l , where each sub
array contains each channel number exact ly once. 
The process also effectively rotates columns such 
that the positive slope diagonals (including 
wrap-around) of a given sub-array become the rows 
of the next sub-array. This means that, relative 
to the first sub-array, the rows of the other 
sub-arrays are obtained by selecting column 
entries that lie on lines with positive slope of 
1,2,3 etc. We can eliminate the need for 
considering wrap-around of the pos1t1ve slope 
lines by viewing the first sub-array as a torus, 
with the top connected to the bottom and the left 
connected to the right. If I~ is prime, then no 
pair of numbers will appear on the same row more 
than once throughout the entire array. 

3.2 Bounds for n2 

What is the maximum value of n2 , given this meth
od of assigning inlets? The answer is not known 
in general, bu t lower and upper bounds and some 
solutions have been established for certain cases 
[6] . 

A lower bound for n2 is given by 

M(M+l) - 1. 

This bound impli es that any number of inlet 
channels I < M(M+l) - 2 will appear on at least I 
switches. -

Let Sj and Sk represent sets of first stage 
switches from two arbitrary sub-arrays. As 
stated above, no pair of inlet channel numbers 
appears on the same row more than once throughout 
the entire array. Thus, any switch in Sj will 
have exact ly I Ski inlet channels in cormoon with 
all of the inlet channels appearing in the set of 
Sk switches. And therefore, the number of 
inlet channels, which appear on switches in both 
S· and Sk is given by ISjlXlskl. Thus, 
tl~e maximum number of inlet channels, which can 
appear on particular sets of switches from all 

sub-arrays, is given by the product of the two 
smallest cardinalities of these switch sets. 

Let SI and S2 be the sub-array switch sets with 
the smallest and second smallest cardinalities, 
respectively. Let ISII=ls21-d, where d > o. 
Since we seek a lower bound, we want the minimum 
number of total switches which will be exceeded 
by Isllxls21 or, equivalently, IS2Ix(IS21-d). 
The leas t number of swi tches obvi ou sly occurs 
when the other M-2 sub-arrays each contain Is 2 1 
switches, giving a total of 

Thus, we wish to find the minimum value of 
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Mls21-d that satisfies 

(2) 

After some rearrangement we have 

In all non-trivial cases IS21 > 1 and it was 
given earlier that d > O. Thus, ° in the above 
expression, d( IS21-0 > 0 implying that 
IS21-M > 0 or IS21 > M. SO, for integer values 

we have 
Is 2 1 > M + 1. (3) 

Solving expression (2) for d we find 

Therefore, 

Is 2 1
2 (M-l) 

Is2 1- l 
(4) 

Differentiating the right side of this expression 
with respect to Is 2 1, we find a positive slope if 
\S2\ > 2. However, from expression (3) we know 
that \S2\ 2.. M + 1, and since M 2.. 2 (for non
trivial cases), the minimum value of the right 
side of expression (4) occurs at \S2\ = M + 1. 
Substituting in (4) we get 

Mls21-d > M(M+l) - 1 - l/M. 

Or, for integer values we have 

which is the lower bound stated ' earlier. From 
expression (3) we have 1 S~ 1 ~_M + 1, and thus 
this bound obtains for pr~me 1Nl ~ M + 1. 

If M = 2, it is known that n2 can never be 
greater than S. And if M = 3, n2 can never be 
greater than 13. All that is required to reach 
these upper bounds is for I~ to be at least 3 in 
the case M = 2, and to be at least 6 in the case 
M = 3. (Note that 6 is not a prime number. This 
will be discussed later.) 

For any va lue of M > 3, the upper bound for n2 
increases as NI increases. However, this depends 
on which M of the ~ possible sub-arrays are 
s elected for the inlet assignment array. ° For one 
known method of selecting these sub-arrays [6], 
an upper bound of n2 (independent of Nl ) is given 
by 

-4t3 -
3 

2M2 + ~ - 3. 
3 

( S) 

This upper bound was obtained from a geometric 
mode 1 that can be considered as an nxn array 
model with n tending to ~ (no boundary effects). 

This bound remains an upper bound a fortiori for 
the array model since both use the same set of 
slopes. 

Let us make some additional comments concerning 
the upper bound of n2 • We denote a group of r 
inlets as deficient if the total number of 
swi tches containing appearances of these inlets 
is less than r. Call r the deficiency number. 

For M given sub-arrays, any deficiency number 
mi nus one ~s an upper bound for n2 . And the 
minimum deficiency number minus one is the lower 
bound for n2 for those M sub-arrays. Expression 
(S) is obtained by subtracting one from a set of 
deficiency numbers for a special pattern of 
selecting M sub-arrays. . We conjecture these 
deficiency numbers are m~n~mum (and therefore 
expression (S) a lower bound for n2 ) for that 
pattern of selection. In fact, we conjecture 
these deficiency numbers are ~n~mum for any 
select ion of M sub-arrays, implying expression 
(S) a lower bound for n2 for any select ion of M 
sub-arrays. Additional support for this 
coonjecture is provided by a result in [9] which 
shows that the lower bound for n2 grows at least 
on the order of MS/ 2 for large M. Other patterns 
of selecting sub-arrays may yield larger minimum 
deficiency numbers (which is desirable). 
UnfortunOately, we know no general method of 
ascerta~n~ng deficiency numbers (minimum or 
otherwise) for all values of M. The matter is 
complicated further by the fact that boundary 
effects will occur if NI is not large enough. 

For M = 4 and 1Nl = 61, we have examined various 
patterns of selecting four sub-arrays and found a 
pattern with a minimum deficiency number of SO. 
This may not be a minimal value over all patterns 
but we believe that it is close. The purpose of ° 

discussing this example is to indicate that the 
maximum values of n2 can be significantly larger 
than those given in (S). Estimates for values of 
M > 4 have not been atte~ted. 

We can develop an expression for the upper bound 
of n2 in terms of NI and M, us ing an approach 
similar to that in [11], where lower bounds were 
established for the number of - crosspoints in 
concentrators. Let Si represent a set of 
n2 first stage switches. Let I(Si) 
represent the set of inlet channels which have 
appearances only on the Si switches. If any n2 
inlet channels were to have all of their 
appearances on les s than n2 swi tch es, th e 
requirement of being able to access the n2 
channels on n2 switches could not be met. Thus, 

AsslUIling that each of the NI inlet channels 
appears on M different first stage switches and 
asslUIling n l inlets on each first stage switch, 
then summing over all possible selections of 
Si' we have 

MNl/n l 
n - 1 

12 II(Si) 1 < 
i=l 

(6) 

Whenever a given inlet channel is a member of 
I(Si)' it appears on exactly M of the ,Si 

switches. Thus, there will be 
MNl/n l - M 

n2 - 1 - M 

selections of Si for which a given inlet 
channel will be a rember of I(Si)' Therefore, 
we have 
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Substituting in expression (6) we ge~, 

After simplifying and rearranging we get, 

(n2-2)(n2-3) ... (n2-M) ~ ~l[(MNl/nl - 1), 

(7) 
(MNl/n l - 2) . . . (MN l /n l -M + 1)]. 

Thus, an upper bound for n2 is given by a value 
of ~ which satis f ies expression (7) as an 
equality. 

For the inlet assignment pattern described in the 
previous section, nl I~, in which case 
expression (7) becomes 

(n2-2) (n2-3) ... (n2-M) < M [(MINI - 1), 

IN 1 

(W~ - 2). .. (MI~ - M + 1)]. 

It is interesting to note that for M 
expression (8) becomes 

n
2 
~ 6 - _2_. 

1Nl 

(8) 

2, 

Thus, for ' M 2 and finite NI' the greatest 
integer value of n

2 
is 5, as asserted earlier. 

3.3 More on the Inlet Assignment Process 

At this point, some additional comments should be 
made about the inlet assignment array. First, it 
should b e noted that in addition to the 1N l sub
arrays ,which can be generated by the above 
process, one more s ub-array can be generated by 
interchanging the rows and columns of the first 
sub-array (or equivalently , any of the other sub
arrays). Thus, a total of I~ + 1 sub-arrays can 
be generated. 

Next, we consider the case where NI. is not the 
square of a prim~. The process ~s straigh t
forward. Simply choose the next largest number 
that is the square of a prime, and leave blanks 
for unused inlet channel numbers when generating 
the array. If the nU1;nber of blanks is large 
enough, some optimization can be done by choosing 
bla nks so as to be able to eliminate entire rows 
in the array (and thus eliminate some first stage 
swi tches). 

Earlier we restrict ed ~ to be a prime. When 
1Nl is a composite number, the assignment pattern 
given in Section 3.1 plus the row-column inter
change assures that f + 1 sub-arrays can be 
generated (where f is the smallest factor of 
lN~'), such that no pair of numbers appears in 
more than one row. Thus, when M = 2 or 3, NI may 
be the square of any number. When M = 4, NI may 
be the square of any odd number. 

4. GROWTH RATE IN MULTI STAGE NETWORKS 

It was mentioned earlier that the connect ivi ty 
funct ion to be · performed by any switch in the 
network is the same as that for the ent ire 
network; i.e., to connect any inlet to any or all 
outlets simultaneously. Th u s, for large 

networks, a potential exists for further 
reduction in crosspoints by replacing individual 
switches with two stage networks. And, of 
course, this process can be repeated to produce 
multistage networks. 

The following summarizes results obtained in [7] 
concerning network growth rate for the sub-array 
method of assigning inlets. Let Gs (N l ,N 2 ) 
denote the number of crosspoints needed for a 
mult istage network with NI inlets, NZ outlets, 
and s stages. We can show that Gs (N l ,N 2 ) is 
linear in N 2 ; i.e., we can write 
Gs (N l ,N 2 ) = N2xGs (N l ). Thus, we need to find 
expressions only for Gs(Nl ). 

Suppose that n2 can be approximated by Mk and 
that Gs(N l ) + G(N l ) for s, Nl large. Then we 
can show that G(NIJ ~ (logNl)C; where, for 
k = 3, c is approximately 1.51; for k = 2.5, c is 
slightly less than 2. 

Suppose that n 2 is now approximated by axMk' 
We can show that for s = 2 and k = 2, 

112 3/4 
G2 (N l ) = 2(1/a) NI 

for s 
and k 

2 
3, 

and for s = 3 
and k = 3, 

for large NI' 

( / )
113213 

3 1 4a NI 

( / )
112 112 

8 a NI 

5. PATH HUNT AND REARRANGEMENT ALGORITHMS 

5.1 Path Hunt s 

For the initial description, it will be assumed 
that there is only one second stage switch. The 
extension to multiple second stage switches is 
stra ight forward. 

When an outlet requests a connection to an inlet, 
two pos sibi li ties may arise. One is that the 
requested inlet is already connected to the 
second stage switch. In this case, one simply 
operates the crosspoint in the second stage 
switch to connect the inlet and the outlet. If 
the requested inlet does not currently appear on 
the second stage switch, an attempt is made to 
find an idle first stage switch that has an 
appearance of the requested inlet. If this 
search is successful, the appropriate crosspoints 
are operated in both the first and second stage 
switches to connect the inlet and outlet. If 
this search is not successful, a rearrangement 
will have to be performed, as will be 
subsequently described. 

In the generalized two stage network, each of the 
second stage switches has dedicated links to all 
first stage switches. Since each first stage 
switch is a non-blocking broadcast switch, a 
given second stage switch can hunt and have 
access to any inlet on a first stage switch, 
independent of the activity on the other second 
stage swi tches. 
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Since a multistage network can be viewed as a two 
stage network, where each stage is itself · a 
mult istage network, the path hunt strategy for a 
two stage network can be applied recurs ive ly for 
the multistage network. For example, in a three 
stage network, when an inlet request is made, the 
path is initially hunted by finding the inlet on 
an idle first stage switch. This will determine 
the appearances of the inlet on the middle stage 
switches and the path hunt for the last two 
stages then proceeds as described above. 

5.2 Rearrangements 

As with path hunts, rearrangements will be 
described initially for a two stage network 
having only one second stage switch. Extensions 
to generalize two stage networks and mult istage 
networks are straightforward. 

A rearrangement is required when a requested 
inlet is neither currently available at the 
second stage switch nor at an idle first stage 
switch. This means that all M first stage 
swi tches, wh ich have an appearance of the 
requested inlet, are all being used to connect 
other inlets. Thus, one of these other inlet 
connections (denoted as level 1 connections) must 
be moved to another first stage switch. This 
will be immediately possible if anyone of the 
level 1 channels is available on some other idle 
first stage switch. 

If none of the level 1 channels can be accessed 
elsewhere on an idle first stage switch, then the 
search proceeds one level deeper. Now, an 
examination is made of those inlet channels 
(denoted as level 2) which are inhibiting the 
moveme nt of leve 1 1 ch anne Is. I f a leve 1 2 
channel is available on some other idle first 
stage switch, it can be moved, thus making 
available an idle switch for a level 1 channel, 
which can now be moved, and thereby providing an 
idle switch for the originally requested channel. 

This process is continued at successively deeper 
levels until a channel inlet is found that can be 
moved to an idle switch. The number of inlets 
which must be moved is equal to the leve 1 of 
depth reached in the search to find the first 
movable channel inlet. Thus, the algorithm 
de·termi nes Cl) the minimum number of connect ions 
to be moved, (2) which connections are involved, 
(3) the order in which they are to be moved, and 
(4) the new connection configuration. It should 
also be noted that with this algorithm it is 
always possible to perform a "make before break" 
on a connection which must be moved; i.e., the 
inlet can be momentarily simultaneously accessed 
from both the old and new switches during the 
process of moving the connection. This is 
important in applications that cannot tolerate a 
los s of informat ion result ing from a momentary 
open connection. 

For multistage networks, the rearrangement 
process proceeds in a recursive manner similar to 
that described for path hunts. 
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